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THERE ARE THREE OCCUPANCY
ALARMS AND ALERTS THAT
COME STANDARD WITH THE
INDECT UPSOLUT SYSTEM.

The three occupancy alarms and alerts are:
• Overstay
• Vehicle arrived
• Vehicle left
Overstay is the most widely used alert for a parking space. This
will allow you to easily detect parkers misusing the parking area.
The system will create an alarm at the management computer
if a vehicle stays beyond a pre-set time limit, such as 4 hours.
The time limit can be set at different levels for different areas
or even spaces, to accommodate longer periods for disabled
spaces or short periods for visitor spaces. For example, we will
set the timers in the transient parking areas to detect misuse
by staff or commuters.
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As can be seen above, the icon for the space
will change color in the user interface from
red to pink when a vehicle overstays. This
will immediately alert the staff at the control
center for the parking garage. The time the
vehicle arrived is also displayed in the user
interface on the bottom left of the map
(10:16:37).
The LED space indicator can also be set to
flash and/or to change to a different color to
assist roaming security or parking staff that
the vehicle has overstayed.
The system can create an infringement report
that includes footage of the car arriving and
leaving as well as a photo of the vehicle and
the license plate.
The system can also produce an alert when
a space is occupied or becomes vacant. This
is a useful operational tool for greeting VIP’s,
or if you need to close a space for operational
reasons.
All alerts are recorded in the user interface
and in the system log.

